A functional map of the fruit-specific promoter of the tomato 2A11 gene.
The 5' region of the fruit-specific tomato gene, 2A11, contains both positive and negative regulatory elements. We divided the 5' promoter region of the 2A11 gene into small fragments, ranging in size from 211 to 634 bp and used these short DNA fragments in in vitro protein-binding studies. These studies revealed the presence of at least four fruit-specific and one leaf- and fruit-active protein-binding domains. These promoter fragments, as well as other overlapping fragments, were tested for their ability to enhance expression from a truncated heterologous promoter in transgenic plants. This analysis showed the presence of four fruit-specific and three general or leaf-active positive regulatory elements. Comparison of the results obtained with these two approaches allowed us to draw a functional map of the 2A11 promoter.